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Augmenting “Bloodbath” Hoax, Google Changes Definition
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Even for the hate-Trump leftist media, the
latest lie about Donald Trump is hard to
believe, and Google, an ex-officio wing of the
Biden presidential campaign, is doing its
part to spread that lie.

After Donald Trump predicted an economic
bloodbath for the nation’s auto industry if
Joe Biden is reelected president, Biden’s
Mainstream Media Information Ministry
sprung into action. Headlines clearly implied
that Trump was advocating violence or
predicting civil war.

Not to be left out of the fun, Google changed
its definition of bloodbath to exclude the
version that included the context in which
Trump used it.

The latest from leftist Google comes on the heels of two embarrassing reports. One explained that its
failed AI, Gemini, is returning deranged results because the company’s leftists designed it to do so.
Another showed that Google has interfered in every election going back to 2008 on behalf of
Democratic candidates, notably Presidents Biden and Barack Hussein Obama, and failed candidate
Hillary Clinton.

Trump’s Remarks

Most remarkable about the media’s lie is that it’s so easily disproven, as was Joe Biden’s lie in 2020 that
Trump called the Covid-19 virus a “hoax,” a lie that invited a fact check from The Washington Post.

In this case, speaking at a rally in Vandalia, Ohio, Trump warned that Biden would destroy the
American auto industry:

China now is building a couple of massive plants where they’re going to build the cars in
Mexico and think, they think, that they’re going to sell those cars into the United States with
no tax at the border. Let me tell you something to China, if you’re listening President Xi, and
you and I are friends, but he understands the way I deal. Those big monster car
manufacturing plants that you’re building in Mexico right now, and you think you’re going
to get that, you’re going to not hire Americans, and you’re going to sell the cars to us? No.
We’re going to put a 100% tariff on every single car that comes across the line, and you’re
not going to be able to sell those cars. If I get elected. Now, if I don’t get elected, it’s going
to be a bloodbath, for the whole — that’s going to be the least of it. It’s going to be a
bloodbath for the country. That’ll be the least of it. But they’re not going to sell those cars.

On cue, the left media pushed in all its chips.

“Trump says there will be a ‘bloodbath’ if he loses the election,” NBC misleadingly headlined its piece
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about the rally.

Politico offered a similarly misleading headline, “Trump says country faces ‘bloodbath’ if Biden wins in
November,” but added this mendacious line below it: “While it was unclear what the former president
meant exactly, the remarks came as Trump was complaining about the automobile industry.”

And of course, the media’s man Biden — he of the Trump-said-Covid-19-is-a-“hoax” hoax — told a
baldfaced lie on X. “It’s clear this guy wants another January 6,” either Biden or his puppet masters
wrote. “But the American people are going to give him another resounding electoral defeat this
November.”

It’s clear this guy wants another January 6.

But the American people are going to give him another resounding electoral defeat this
November. https://t.co/saukB6Wjry

— Joe Biden (@JoeBiden) March 17, 2024

Fox & Friends co-host Will Cain assembled myriad Google results:

Not just “legacy media”. Google results on “Trump bloodbath”. Flooded with the lie, have to
dig for the truth. pic.twitter.com/LVaDUqIs0Q

— Will Cain (@willcain) March 17, 2024

A search for “trump bloodbath” on YouTube returned dozens of misleading video teasers.

So egregious was the lie that even FactCheck.org defended Trump and included his comments posted to
Truth Social:

The Fake News Media, and their Democrat Partners in the destruction of our Nation,
pretended to be shocked at my use of the word BLOODBATH, even though they fully
understood that I was simply referring to imports allowed by Crooked Joe Biden, which are
killing the automobile industry. The United Auto Workers, but not their leadership, fully
understand what I mean. With the Electric Car Mandate being pushed by Biden, there soon
won’t be any cars made in the USA – UNLESS I’M ELECTED PRESIDENT, IN WHICH CASE
AUTO MANUFACTURING WILL THRIVE LIKE NEVER BEFORE!!! MAGA2024
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Google Lie

The End Wokeness X feed publicized Google’s stealth edit.

On March 17, the definition read this way:

A ruthless slaughter of a great number of people: massacre. Informal. a period of disastrous
loss or reversal: A few mutual funds performed well in the general bloodbath of the stock
market.

On March 19, Google dropped the second definition:

an event or situation in which many people are killed in a violent manner. “he allowed the
protest to go ahead despite warnings that it would spark a bloodbath”

The Merriam-Webster website offers these definitions: “a great slaughter,” or “a notably fierce, violent,
or destructive contest or struggle,” or “a major economic disaster.”
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The Oxford English Dictionary says the word has “has developed meanings and uses in subjects
including pharmacology (1830s), sport (1950s), and finance (1960s).”

Not that Google or its leftist controllers care, but the latest won’t soften its reputation as an outfit
controlled by cultural Marxists and, most likely, out-and-out communists.

Former employees told the Free Press website that Google’s Gemini purposely returned woke and
highly embarrassing images of women popes, Asian knights in England, and black WWII German
soldiers. Gemini “is just a reflection of the people who trained it,” a former Googler said.

The Media Research Center assembled the report on Google’s election interference. Data scientist
Robert Epstein said that Google’s search results flipped 2.6 million votes to Hillary Clinton in 2016 and
6 million to Biden in 2020. 
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